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RB204 
24” Semi-Automatic Tyre Changer Twin Assist  

The RB204 from Redback by Unite is the most basic and budget-friendly tyre changer with double assist arms we offer. For this 
incredible price, you are still getting a space-saving swing arm design & motorised turntable with pneumatically operated 

clamping jaws. This is a package that will make light work of fitting without breaking the bank. An external clamping range of 10” 
to 21” and internal clamping 12” to 24” mean this machine is up to the job of handling most passenger tyres on the road today  

while a bead break force of 2500 Kg competes with the features on machines at twice the price of the RB204! 

 

 

 

External Clamping: 10”- 21” 

Internal Clamping: 12”-24” 

Wheel Diameter: 1000mm / 39” 

Wheel Width: 355mm / 14” 

Bead Breaker Force: 2500kg 

Motor Power: 0.75kw, single-phase 13amp 

The Redback RB204 is a semi-automatic tyre changer, capable of handling 
run-flat tyres on rim sizes up to 24 inches. It retains many of the space 
saving aspects of the RB202, but the addition of double assist arms makes 
this a clear contender in the field of entry level run-flat tyre changers.

The space-saving swing arm design, with motorised turntable, pneumatically operated clamping jaws, twin assist 
arms and a powerful pneumatic bead breaker combine with innovative pneumatic locking for the vertical column 
and the right-hand assist arm for quicker operation. Perfect for workshops with limited space, it’s also a great 
option for mobile tyre fitting operations.

Included with the RB204 Tyre Changer:
n Operation manual
n Double assist arms
n Pre-filter and oil lubricator
n 18″ tyre lever
n Alloy wheel protection kit including
	 - Plastic inserts for metal mounting head
	 - Set of 4 clamping jaw covers
	 - Plastic bead breaker cover

GARAGE EQUIPMENT
Redback

Power supply Single phase 

230V, 13 Amp

Max wheel diameter 41”

Max wheel width 14”

External clamping 10”–21”

Internal clamping 12”–24”

Air supply 8–10 bar

Bead breaker force 2,500 kg

Motor power 0.75kW


